
ELECTIONS: WHAT GOOD ARE THEY?

23 June--RAIL hosted a debate this evening on elections as a  strategy and tactic for 
liberation with a representative from the  Universal African American Peoples 
Organization. In attendance  were reps from the All African Peoples Revolutionary 
Party (A- APRP), the Greens, and a number of unaffiliated persons.

A Missouri RAIL (MORAIL) comrade began the evening with greetings  and stressed the 
importance of unity-struggle-unity as we proceed  in debate. MORAIL began the debate 
saying that "elections in a  white-settler state are anything but democratic for the 
poor and  oppressed." The capitalist ruling class sets the agenda: time,  candidates, 
and issues. That's why the oppressed can't get any  power through the electoral 
arena. The ruling class never has and  never will give up power via the ballot box.

The UAAOPO comrade expressed agreement with RAIL on a number of  points. S/he 
recognized the value of the Black Panther Party's  legacy and Lenin. Also, money and 
wealth control the electoral  process. "It's hard to find anti-imperialist 
candidates." But s/he  argued that circumstances call for using the electoral tactic.

With the recent increased attack on the Black nation, the comrade  asserted it's time 
to "bite, scratch and kick," to fight, quoting  Malcolm, "by any means necessary." 
The comrade called on  revolutionaries to "triple your efforts." Having said that, 
the  comrade also understands that true liberation cannot be achieved  through 
bourgeois elections. Nonetheless, s/he is supporting a  candidate for circuit 
attorney in order to combat police  brutality.

The A-APRP member agreed with the goal of self- determination and  national 
liberation from white supremacy. But, s/he pointed out,  the electoral tactic of 
working with the Democratic or Republican  parties stifles the development of 
consciousness. It confuses the  people, sending the message that the person in office 
is the  problem, rather than the capitalist structure itself. The vanguard  must 
change the message to people's principle's, and the electoral  system obscures this 
message. This is crucial because the masses  must take up the banner of revolution; 
for only the masses can  take action and bring about change.

A MORAIL comrade observed that while Blacks have increased their  positions in 
elected offices in Amerika to 10,000, the attack on  the internal colonies in Amerika 
has increased at the same time.  RAIL maintains that elections are not an effective 
avenue for  struggle at this time, under these conditions.

A Green Party representative spoke of the poisonous environmental  damage that 
imperialism perpetrates, and advocated ballot  initiatives as a tactic to combat it. 
RAIL sees advancing the  struggles of oppressed nations as the best way to save the  
environment. And in the course of discussion, we learned that this  Green Party 
comrade has supported oppressed nation struggles many  times. We all agreed on the 
importance of building independent  media of and for the oppressed, and that in order 
to win people's  democracy, not phony bourgeois democracy, the imperialist white  
supremacist system must be smashed. Everyone used this opportunity  to speak out. And 
RAIL will continue to provide forums for debate  and discussion on issues vital to 
the oppressed, building public  opinion in favor of the oppressed.

MIM adds: It is important to also talk about the correct political  line behind the 
correct strategy. The A-APRP does not support  Marxism-Leninism-Maoism as the most 
advanced revolutionary line.  Instead they uphold a pseudo-socialist ideology they 
call Pan- Africanist Nkrumahism-Tureism which includes support for many  revisionist 
and non-revolutionary regimes. While we agree with the  A-APRP on the question of 
elections as a strategy for overthrowing imperialism, we do not agree on what is the 
most  effective strategy for overthrowing imperialism or on what is  genuine 
socialism. 
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